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t-Divisible Designs from lmprimitive Permutation Groups 
ANTONINO GIORGIO SPERA 
We study the close connection of some imprimitive permutation groups with t-divisible 
designs (t-DD's)_ Some constructions of 2- and 3-DD's by affine and projective groups of 
dimension 1 over a local K-algebra A, considered both in their natural permutation action on 
the affine and projective line over A, are analysed in detail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the transversal case, t-divisible designs (see Section 2 for definitions) were used in 
[5] to study a class of 3-designs. An equivalent of the MacNeish Theorem was given 
there for them. More recently in [6], transversal t-DD's were considered to analyse 
extensions of nets and dual nets and, incidentially, another existence result was given. 
In this paper we consider the general case of t-divisible designs (not necessarily 
transversal) and we generalize for them some results of D. R. Hughes on t-designs (see 
[7, 8]). We give a description of some t-DD's which are constructed by some classical 
imprimitive groups, and so we obtain some existence results. To be precise, in Section 
2 we give some basic propositions about t-DD's that allow us to construct -DD's by 
R-permutation groups (G, X, R), where R is an equivalence relation and G an 
R-admissible permutation group on X, which are t-R-transitive. Some examples are 
also given. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of transitive extension of the 
R-permutation groups (G, X, R) and find the connection with the extension of t-DD's. 
In Section 4 we give some applications of the results of the previous ection classifying 
the 2- and 3-DD's obtained by certain extensions of classsical groups and by an 
appropriate choice of base block. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS 
Let X be a set and/~ a partition of X with 1/~1 >/2. We will denote by £ the class 
containing x and by R the equivalence relation associated with/~. A subset S of X of 
order t is said to be an R-transversal t-subset, or simply a transversal t-subset, when R 
is understood, if x, y ~ S and xRy imply x = y. 
Let X be a finite set the v elements of which are called points, E a family of subsets 
of X called blocks, and/~ a partition of X the components of which are called point 
classes. Let t, s, k and 3, be positive integers, where t ~< k < v and s < v. The triple 
(X, E,/~) is said to be a t-(s, k, ~,)-divisible design (or a t-(s, k, Z)-DD) if; 
(1) I~1 =s for every £ ~/~; 
(2) every R-transversal t-subset of X is contained in exactly 3, blocks; 
(3) every block is a R-transversal k-subset of X. 
A t-(s, k, &)-DD is said to be transversal if every block meets each point class 
(equivalently sk = v). For s = 1 a t-(s, k, ).)-DD is just a t-design, whereas if t = 2 and 
s > 1 we obtain a so-called group divisible design. For background on t-designs and 
group divisible designs, the reader should consult [3] or [9]. 
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2.1. PROPOSITION. Let D = (X, E, R) be a t-(s, k, ~,)-DD and i an integer such that 
0 < i <~ t. Then D is an i-(s, k, ~,i)-DD, where 
~i = ~.((vfs)_._ - i ] s  t i / (k - i ]  
i / -~ \ t - i~"  (1) 
Here,  as usual, if n and m are non-negat ive integers, (~) denotes a binomial 
coefficient. 
PROOV. Let I be a t ransversa l / -subset  of X and [ = Ux~t $. Counting in two ways all 
pairs (Y, B), where Y is a transversal  (t - / ) - subset  of X such that Y fq [ = O and B is a 
block containing Y tA/, we obtain the assertion. [] 
We remark that (1) is also true for i = 0 and, in this case, it provides the number  b of 
blocks of D. For s = 1, that is for t-designs, the above proposit ion is well known; and 
for transversal DD's  it gives ~,g = ~s t-i, which provides b = ~,0 = Zs t and r :=  )~a = ~,s t-1 
(cf., for instance, [5]). In the following we shall always suppose that every DD has no 
repeated blocks. 
2.2. The triple (G, X, R) will indicate a set X which is endowed with an equivalence 
relation R and a permutat ion group G on X which is R-admissible (that is, x, y ~ X and 
xRy imply xgRy g for every g ~ G). Often we shall call (G, X, R)  an R-permutation 
group. Let (G, X, R) be an R-permutat ion  group and x, y 6 X. If  x and y belong at the 
same orbit under G, then I,f[ = lYl, So if G is transitive on X, the R-classes all have the 
same cardinality. Of  course, every permutat ion group on X can be considered as an 
R-permutat ion group, where R is the identity relation Rid, and throughout  he paper  
we do not exclude this case. Moreover ,  any imprimit ive permutat ion group G on X is a 
(G, X, R), where R --/: Ria is the equivalence relation associated with a fixed imprimi-  
tive block system. Fur thermore,  we observe that, if D = (X, E , /~)  is a t-(s, k, )0 -DD,  
then any automorphism group G of D is a R-permutat ion  group (G, X, R)  with R --/: Rid 
iff S :/: 1. 
Let (G, X, R) be a R-permutat ion  group and t a positive integer. A subgroup H of G 
will be called t-R-homogeneous (t-R-transitive) on X if, for every two transversal 
t-subsets $I = {Xl, x2, • • - , xt} and $2 = {Yl, Y2, - - - , Y,} of X, there exists g ~ G such 
that $2 = S g (Yi = x/g for all i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t). I f  S c_ X, we denote by Gs the setwise 
stabilizer of S. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let A = (G, X, R) be an R-permutation group which is t-R- 
homogeneous and let IX I = v. I f  B is an R-transversal k-subset of X (v > k >i t) and 
BC = { Bg I g e G}, then (X, B c, R) is a t-(s, k, ~.)-DD with IGI/IGnI blocks, s = IYl for 
some x ~ X and 
(2) 
PROOF. Since G is R-admissible,  each block of B a is a transversal  k-subset and, by 
thinking of G as a permutat ion group on all k-subsets of X, we have b = IBCl = 
IGI/IGBI. Let $1 and $2 be two transversal t-subsets of X and ~.' and )~", the numbers  of 
blocks through $1 and $2 respectively. $2 = S~ for some g ~ G because G is t-R- 
homogeneous.  Suppose that B1, B2 , . . . ,  Bz, are the blocks containing $1. Then 
B g, B g, . .. , B g, ~ S~ g = $2 and, since Big 4= B g iff Bi :/: B / (1  ~< i, j ~< ~'),  we have ;~' ~< ~,". 
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Now, interchanging $1 and $2, we obtain ;t" ~< ;t' and so ;t' = ~". Therefore (X, B G, R) 
is a t-(s, k, Z)-DD with s = I~1. To determine ~ we observe that, by (1) of 2.1, 
b ;to ~ ~/~ k ;t b k / ~/~S' = = =;tS ( , ) / ( , ) ,  from which = (,)  (( , ) ) IGl(~)/(IG~l(~ff)s'). [] 
Later on, we shall call the t-DD constructed in 2.3 the divisible design associated with 
A and B, and we will denote it by D(A, B); namely, D(A, B ) := (X, B c,/~). Before 
giving some applications of the above proposition, we need the following proposition 
about the general inear group GL2(A) and the projective group PGL2(A), where A is 
a (non-necessarily commutative) finite local algebra over the field K. The proof is 
omitted, being analogous to the classical case when A = K. Remember that GL2(A) is 
the group of all invertible 2 × 2 matrices over A and PGL2(A)= GL2(A)/(centre 
GL2(A)). Later on we shall denote by [a b] the element of PGL2(A) represented by 
the matrix (~ b). 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite local K-algebra, where K = GF(q), and J its 
Jacobson radical. Suppose IAI = qn and [J[ = qJ. Then: 
(i) [GL2(A )I = (q" - qi)(q2(,-j) _ 1)q~+2j; 
(ii) IPGL2(A)[ = [A*: Z(A) n A*](q 2('-j) - 1)q ~+2j. 
Here A* denotes the multiplicative group of A, Z(A) the centre of A and 
[A*: Z(A) NA*] the index of the subgroup Z(A) NA* in A*. 
2.5. EXAMPLE. Let A be as in 2.4 and let PG,(A) be the projective line over A 
which is defined as the set of A-free direct summands of rank 1 of the A-module A 2 
(see [1]). PGffA) can be represented as the disjoint union of A I :=  {(x, 1)A ] x e A} 
and J®:= {(1, m)A I m namely, PGI(A) =A 1 U J=. In A 1 the relation Rj, defined 
by (x, 1)AR~(y, 1)A iff x - y e J, is an equivalence relation. Now, set /~j =/~j tO (J=} 
and consider the projective general linear group PGL2(A) in its natural action on 
PGI(A). In [2] it was shown that /~ = (PGL2(A), PGffA), Rj) is an R j-permutation 
group which is 3-R j-transitive. The projective line PGI(K) over the field K is 
embedded in PGI(A) and it is a transversal (q + 1)-set. So, setting B = PG~(K) by 2.3, 
we obtain that D(A, PGI(K)) is a 3-(q j, q+l ,  ;t)-DD. Now, for every y e 
(PGL2(A))B, if we set 0 = (0, 1)A, i = (1, 1)A and ~ = (1, 0)A, we obtain 7(0), y( i ) ,  
y(~) e B and so, since PGL2(K) is 3-transitive on B = PGI(K), there exists c~ 
PGLdK) such that ~(0) = 7(0), c~(1) = 7(1) and 0L(~) = y(~). It follows that y-la; c 
(PGL2(A))o,i= and thus 7-1a~eL, where L={[g°IIaeA*}. So we have 
PGL2(A)B = L(PGLdK)) and, since IL fq PGL2(K)I = 1 and ILl = [A*: Z(A) hA*] ,  
IPGL2(A)81 = [.4*: Z(A) NA*]q(q z -  1). Now, using (ii) of 2.4, it is an easy calcula- 
tion to show that A = 1. So D(A, PaG(K)) is a 3-(q j, q + 1, 1)-DD which generalizes a 
well known result of Witt on t-designs [11]. Note that D(A, PGI(K)) is also a chain 
geometry over the K-algebra A (see, for instance, [4]). In case K ~ A/J, that is if A is a 
Laguerre algebra, then D(fx, PG~(K)) is transversal and vice versa. So, since there 
exist Laguerre algebras (see also 4.3) we also obtain transversal 3-DD's. The existence 
of such transversal 3-DD's can also be deduced in [5] and [6]. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. Let K = GF(5) and let G be an abelian 5-group of order n. Then we 
have (see [10]) that the group algebra KG is a local K-algebra, the Jacobson radical J
of which is the augmentation ideal. Moreover, ]KG] = 5 n and, since KG/J~-K, we 
have ]J] = 5 "-1. Now, consider again the projective group PGL2(KG) in its action on 
the projective line PGI(KG) which is endowed with the relation R) as in the previous 
example. Note that, since KG is commutative, ,4 = (PGL2(KG), PGI(KG), R]) is 
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sharply 3-R j-transitive (see [2]). Now, if we set B = {0, i ,  - i ,  oo}, where O = (0, 1)KG, 
i = (1, 1)KG, -1  = ( -1 ,  1)KG and o~ = (1, O)KG, then D(z~, B) is a 3-(5 "-~, 4, Z)-DD, 
where ;t is as in (2) of 2.3. Therefore, to compute X we must find H:= (PGz(KG))B. 
First of all we note that H acts transitively on B, since y = [_~ 1] • H and it is a 4-cycle 
on B. Thus IHI = IH:I I°°Ul = 4 IH:I. If tr • Ha, then oL = [g ~] since KG is a commuta- 
tive algebra. From this we deduce that cr must fix 0. It follows that either cr = 1 or cr 
interchanges i and -1 .  In the latter case b = 0 and a =-1 .  Therefore IH~I--2 and 
IHI = 8. Actually, it is not difficult to show that H acts on B as the dihedral group of 
order 8. However, we now can calculate the ~.-parameter of D(z~, B). By (ii) of 2.4 
and (2) of 2.3 we have ;L = (5 2 -  1)53n-2(4)1(8(6)53(n-l)) = 3. Therefore, for any n 
which is a power of 5, we obtain a non-transversal 3-(5 n-l, 4, 3)-DD with 5 n-1. 6 
points. 
2.7. EXAMPLE. Suppose that A is a finite local K-algebra, where K = GF(q) and J 
is its radical. Let IAI =q", IJI =qS and G = {f,.b I a •A*  and b •A) ,  wherefa,b:A--+A 
is defined by fa, b(X) = ax + b for every x e A. Consider in A the equivalence relation R, 
which is defined by xRy iff x - y e J. It is easy to verify that A 1 = (G, A, R) is a sharply 
2-R-transitive R-permutation group. So, by 2.3, we obtain a 2-(q j, IBI, )0-DD if B is a 
transversal subset of A. In the case B = K, since GK = {f,.b • G ] a, b • K and a 4= 0}, 
we have IGKI =q(q-1) .  Thus, from IGI =(q"-qS)qn, we obtain 7,=1 by easy 
calculation. So D(Ax, K) is a 2-(q s, q, 1)-DD with qn points. Note that G is a 
flag-transitive automorphism group of D(A1, K). 
3. EXTENSIONS OF R-PERMUTATION GRoups AND OF t-DD's 
3.1. Let D =(X,  E, R) is a t-(s, k, ,~)-DD with v points. I fp  eX ,  the residue at the 
point p is the incidence structure D e = (X', E ' , /~' ) ,  where X '  = X-16 ,  E'  = {B e 
E ip e B) and /~ '=/~-  {fi}. Of course, Dp is a ( t -1 ) - ( s ,  k -  1, )0-DD with v -s  
points. A (t + 1)-divisible design/5 is an extension of a divisible design D i f / )e is (up to 
isomorphism) D for some point p in /9. A necessary condition for a t-DD to be 
extendible is given by the following. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let D be a t-(s, k, ~.)-DD with b blocks and v points. If  D is 
extendible, then b(v + s) ~ 0 mod(k + 1). 
PROOF. Let /5  be an extension of D. Then/3  is a (t + 1)-(s, k + 1, ~)-DD with v + s 
points. By (1) of 2.1, the number of blocks of 19 is 
z z{ (v + s)ls'ls'+' I (k  + 1' I
°= \ t+ l  ) / \ t+ l ] '  
while 
Thus, comparing these formulas, 
b=Z t t i s / \ t l "  
and after some calculus, we obtain the assertion. [] 
3.3. Now, let (G, X, R) be an R-permutation group, o~ an element of the set X~, 
where X~ fq X = ~3, and 27" = X LJ X®. Let/~ be the equivalence relation on ){ defined 
by the R-classes and X~. Suppose that (G, X, R) is an/~-permutation group. We shall 
say that (G, X, R) is a transitive extension of (G, X, R) if G is transitive on k and 
Gx= = HG~, where H is a group which is a regular on X~ and G®, considered as a 
permutation group on X, is equal to G. Note that, in the case R is the identity relation, 
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the above definition is the classical one. Moreover, note that, by transitivity of G on 1(, 
the/~-classes all have the same cardinality. 
3.4. PROr'OSITION. Let (G, )(, R) be a transitive xtension of (G, X, R). (G, X, R) is 
t-R-transitive iff (G, X, R) is (t + 1)-R-transitive. 
PROOF. Suppose (G ,X ,R)  is t-R-transitive and let (X1, X2, . . .  ,Xt+l) and 
(Y~, Yz , . . . ,  Y,+I) be two transversal (t + 1)-tuples of elements of X. Since G is 
transitive on )(, there exist g, f • G such that x~ = ~ = y{. Since G is /~-admissible, 
(x g, x2 g. . . .  , xg+l) and (y{, ~ , . . . ,  Y(+l) are /~-transversal nd so (x g . . . .  , xg+0 and 
(Y{ , . . . ,  Y{+I) are transversal t-tuples of X. Therefore there exists h • G= = G such 
that (xg) h = y{ for every i = 2 . . . .  , t + 1 and so x ghr-' = y~ for every i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t + 1. 
The converse is obvious. [] 
3.5. Consider the projective line PGI(A) over the local GF(q)-algebra A. Let J be 
the radical of A and Rj the equivalence relation on A1, where PGI(A) = AI U J= (see 
2.5). The (large) affine group AGLI(A) = {[~ d b] • PGL2(A) I c -- 0} acts on A1 as an 
R~-permutation group, and /1 = (PGL2(A), PGt(A), R j) is a transitive extension of 
A = (AGLa(A), A1, Rj) because, if ~ = (1, 0)A, (PGL~(A))= =AGLI(A)  and 
(PGL2(A))j~ = ISI(PGL2(A))=, where H = {[~ o] [ m • J} is a group which is regular on 
J=. Now, suppose that Jo is the Rj-class in A1 which contains 13 = (0, 1)A. Therefore 
Zl=JoOZ~,  where A~'= {(x, 1)A'[x•A*}.  On A~' we consider the relation R~+j 
associated with the partition R j -{ Jo} .  (Note that if (x, 1)A, (y, 1)A•A~,  then 
(x, 1)AR~+j(y, 1)A iff xy- l• l+ J .  Here l+ J={ i+ j l j • J}  and it is a normal 
subgroup of A* such that A* =(1  +J ) (A / J ) *  (see [10])). We set A* = ([~ b] • 
PGL2(A) [ c = 0 = b} and A' = (A*, A~', RI+j). A' is an Rl+j-permutation group and A 
is a transitive extension of A'. In fact, (AGLI(A))~=ft* and (AGL~(A))j,= 
H(AGLI(A))6, where H = ([1 7] [m • J} is a regular group on J0- 
3.6. THEOREM. Let D = (X, E, t~) be a t-(s, k, ~.)-DD with v points and b blocks. 
Suppose that G is a group of automorphisms of D which is t-R-transitive on X and 
transitive on E. If 71 =(0,  X, R) is a transitive extension of (G, X, R) (where 
f( = X 0 X=, oo • X= and R is the equivalence relation associated with/~ U {X=}) and 
/) = B U {oo}, where B is a fixed block of D, then D(Tt, B) is a (t + 1)-(s, k + 1, ~,)- 
DD with v + s points, 
blocks and 
b(v +s)IGBI/IG I (3) 
;[ = ~.(k + 1) IG~I/IG,~I. 
Moreover, D(A, B) is an extension of D iff ~ = ~. 
(4) 
PROOF. 
(S, k + 1, X,)-DD with 
k + 1 - {v/s + 1),,+ 0 
\ t+ l  " 
Since G is transitive on J?, we obtain 
~.= I(v +s) IG~I ( (k+l ) / ( t+  1)) (k) ] / [ l (~BI  ((v/s+ l ) / ( t+ 1))(v~S)s's]. 
As /1 is ( t+ 1)-transitive, by 2.3 we have that D(A, B) is a (t+ 1)- 
(5) 
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But if A denotes (G, X, R), D = D(A, B). So ~,= IGI (~)/(IGsl (o;')s') and, since 
G = G~, we obtain 
( lq '1( 1 IG~I='~IGBI\ t IS l \ t l  (6) 
Now, placing (6) in (5), we have (4). An analogous process provides (3). Of course, if 
D(A, B) is an extension of D, then ~ = 2~. On the contrary, suppose ~ = 2. From (4) 
we have G9 = (k + 1) IGBI and so, if/~ denotes the number of blocks of D(A, B), by 
(3) b=b(v  +s) / (k+ 1). But, by (1) of 2.1, we obtain /~ = f(v +s)/(k + 1), where f 
denotes the number of blocks throug_h a point of D(,~,/~). Thus ? = b and we have that 
the residue at the point oo of D(A, B) is equal to D: that is, D(Z~,/~) is an extension of 
D. [] 
3.7. COROLLARY. Suppose D, G, G, A and B are as in 3.6. D(fL B) is an extension 
of D iff G is flag-transitive. 
PROOF. If D(fl, JB) is an extension of D, by the above theorem, ~ = ~. and so, by 
(4), O~ = (k + 1)IGBI. But G8 = (G~)B = (GB)~ and IOal = Ioo~"11(O~)~l. Thus Iood" I = 
k+l=l /~ l ;  that is, G~ is transitive on /~. Therefore G is flag-transitive as G is 
transitive on the blocks of D(A, /3) .  On the contrary, let G be flag-transitive on 
O(z~,/~). Then G~ is transitive on /3 and so IG~I -- (k + 1) I(G~)~I = (k + 1) Ia~l. 
Hence, by (4), Z = ;~ and thus D(/~,/3) is an extension of D. [] 
4. CONSTRUCTIONS BY EXTENSIONS 
In this section, we study some DD's associated with the groups A' = (A*, A~, RI+j), 
A = (AGLI(A), A,, Rj) and /~ = (PGL2(A), PGI(A), R'~) defined as in 3.5. For the 
local K-algebra A and its Jacobson radical J, we always suppose K = GF(q), ]A] = q", 
IJI = qJ, where 0 ~<j < n and q is a prime power. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Consider the Rl+fpermutation group A' = (A *, A~, RI+j), where 
A is a finite local algebra over the field K. If B' is" a subgroup of K* of order k - 1, then 
D(A', B') is an 1-(q j, k -  1, 1)-DO, with qj(qn-j_ 1) points and (qn_ qO/( k _ 1) 
blocks, admitting ,2t* as a flag-transitive automorphism group. 
PROOF. It is easy to show that ItX*l = I([; °][ a, d ~A*}I = (qn qO2/iZ(A)AA*I, 
where Z(A) is the centre of A. So, by 2.3, as B' is a transversal (k - 1)-subset of A~, 
Z = [ (qn_  qO(k- 1)]/(IZ(A)nA*l I-4~,1). But B '~ K ~ Z(A) ;  whence we have A~, = 
([g °] [ ad - le  B'}. Consider the direct product B '× A* and the map q0: B' x A*---rA~, 
defined by (b', d) ~° = [boa o]. q) is an epimorphism of groups because B' c Z(A). Thus, 
as Iker 991 = IZ(A) hA* l ,  we have IA~,I = IB'l IA*I/IZ(A) nA*l .  Therefore 3. = 1 and 
D(A', B') (see 2.3) has the number of blocks claimed. Of course, A* is an 
AB, is transitive on B'. Therefore, /{* is automorphism group of D(A', B') and -* 
flag-transitive because it is transitive on blocks. [] 
Now we give a first application of 3.6 considering (see 3.5 )A as an extension of A', 
and A' as an automorphism group of the divisible design D(A', B') (see 4.1). 
4.2. THEOREM. Consider the extension A = (AGLI(A ), A1, Rj) of A' = 
(71", A~, RI+j), where A is a finite local K-algebra and K = GF(q). Suppose that 
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B = B 'O  {0} is a transversal k-subset of A 1 and B' a subgroup of K*. Then the 
divisible design D( A, B) associated with A and B is one of the following: 
(I) 2-(@ k, 1)-DD, which is an extension of D(A' ,  B'), where q is a power of k; 
(I I) 2-(@ k, k)-DD, where q is not a power of k. 
In each case D( A, B) has qn points and k - 1 divides q - 1. 
PROOF. Since A' is an 1 -  Rl+~-transitive permutat ion group, by 3.6, D(A,  B) is a 
2-(@ k, ~,)-DD, where ~=klA~,l/IGol if we set G=AGLI (A) .  But IG,  I = 
r(Go)01 10cBI = I(G0)o,I 10cBI and, since zi is an extension of A' ,  Go =fi,*. (Note that we 
continue to denote by 0 the correspondent  e lement (0, 1)A in A1 to 0 c B. In the 
following any element x of K will be denoted again by x as an e lement of A1.) So 
---k IA~,II(IA*~,110%1)= k/lO%l. We will prove that 10~1 = 1 or 10~"1 = k. Consider 
fi~* as a permutat ion group on A~'t_J {0} and set L=f i l~, .  We have L=(G0)o ,= 
(Go)o = (GB)o. Suppose that GB is larger than L; then there exists at least one 
permutat ion in GB moving 0. But (see proof  of 4.1) L = {[3 o] I ad-~ • B'} and it is 
easy to prove that it is transitive on B '  because B'c_ Z(A).  Thus Go is 2-transitive on 
B. This implies that there exists y • Go such that y(0) = 1 and y(1) = 0. It follows that 
Y = [o d d e] for some d •A* .  Therefore,  for each b'  • B '  - {1}, d(1 - b')d -1 • B' and 
so 1 - b '  • B' .  Moreover ,  if b '  • B '  - {1} there exists 6 • Go such that 6(1) = 1 and 
6(0) = b' .  Then 
for some e•A* .  For every xeB,  6 (x )=(1-b ' )exe- l+b 'eB  and, since b', 
1 - b' • B' c_ Z(A),  we have (1 - b ' )x  + b '  • B. Hence (1 - b ' ) -1[(1 - b ' )x  + b']  = x + 
(1 - b ' ) - lb  ' • B: that is, 
1 •GB.  
But, for every a • B' ,  % = [3 1 °] • fii~, _~ GB. Then O{aflffa 1 • G B and so OLaflOl21(X) =
X + a(1 -  b ' ) - :b '•  B. This is enough to show that B is an additive subgroup of K. 
Therefore B is a subfield of K and q=k 'n for some m/>l .  Moreover ,  as Go is 
transit ive-on B, 10c" I = JBI = k and we obtain (I). Now suppose that L = Go. Since 
L = (Go)o, we obtain 10%l = J{0}l = 1, and so ~ = k. Moreover ,  B is not a subfield of K 
because, in the opposite case, [o ~ b'] • Go for every b '•  B', contradicting Go = 
{[~ o] ] ad-1 • B'}. Therefore q is not a power  of k and the theorem is proved. [] 
4.3. REMARK. If  n and j are integers such that 0 ~< j < n and n - j  divides n, then for 
every pr ime power  q. there exists a local GF(q)-algebra A with ]A I = qn and ]JI = qJ, 
where J denotes the radical of A. In fact, if f is an irreducible polynomial  of  degree 
n - j  over GF(q), it is not difficult to check that A = GF(q)[ × ]/I has the requisite 
properties, where I is the ideal generated by the polynomial  fn/(~-j). Other examples 
can also be found in the non-commutat ive  case (see [10, p. 184]). 
4.4. COROLLARY. The divisible designs in (I) and (H) of 4.2 exist for every n, k, j 
and q integers uch that q is a prime power, O ~ j < n, n - ]  is a divisor of n and k - 1 is 
a divisor of q - 1. 
4.5. COROLLARY. Assume all the hypotheses of 4.2. Then D(A, B) is transversal iff 
A is a Laguerre K-algebra and k = q. 
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PROOF. By the Wedderburn Principal Theorem, A~-A/ J~) J .  If D(A,B)  is 
transversal, then k = IA/JI. But the base block B is contained in K, and K - -up  to 
isomorphism--is contained in A/J. Thus, being k = IBI, we have [BI = IKI = IA/JI and 
so K ~-A/J (that is, A is a Laguerre K-algebra) and k = q. The converse is easy to see. 
[] 
4.6. THEOREM. Let A be a finite local K-algebra, J its radical and K = GF(q). 
Consider A = (PGL2(A), PGI(A), R'~) and let B -- B' t3 (0, ~} be a R j-transversal 
(k + 1)-set of PG~(A). If B' is a subgroup of K*, then the 3-divisible design D(A, B) 
associated with A and B is one of the following: 
(1) 3-(q ~, k + 1, 1)-DD, with q a power of k; 
(2) 3-(q ~, k + 1, k(k + 1)/2)-DD, where q is not a power of k and k :/: 3, 5; 
(3) 3-(q i, 4, 3)-DD, where q -= 1 (mod 2) and q ~ 0 (mod 3); 
(4) 3-(q i, 6, 5)-DD, where q -= 1 (mod 4) and q ~ 0 (mod 5). 
In all cases D(A, B) has q" + q~ points and k - 1 divides q - 1. 
PROOF. z~ is a transitive extension of A (see 3.5) and G =AGLI(A) is an 
automorphism group of D(A, B), where B =B'D (0}, which is 2-R~-transitive on 
points and transitive on blocks (see 4.2). First we suppose that D(A, B) is the one 
given in (I) of 4.2: that is, we suppose that D(A, B) is a 2-(q j, k, 1)-DD. By 3.6, the 
~,-flarameter of D(z~,/~) is ~. = (k + 1) IG~I/I~I if we denote PGLE(_A) by (~. Since 
IGal--I(t~)~l I°°C"l and ((~)= = (G=)~ = GB, we have ~, = (k + 1)/IooCB I. In the case 
under consideration (see the proof of 4.2), G8 is transitive on B and, since B' is a 
group, w = [o ° 1] e ~9. So G~ is transitive on/3 because to(~) = 0 ~ ~ and Gn = (Gg)~o. 
Thus 0~ a~ =/7 and X = 1. Of course, q is a power of k, B being a subfield. Now, suppose 
that D(A, B) is a 2 - (qi, k, k)-DD as in (II) of 4.2, so that we have 
X = k(k + 1)/l~Zl. (7) 
In this case (see proof of 4.2) GB = L = {[g o] I ad-I • B'} and, again since 09 • (~,  we 
obtain the result that either G~ has two orbits on/},  namely {0, ~} and B', or (~9 is 
transitive on /~. If Gh is transitive on /~ and N = {[3 o] l a ~ A*) is the kernel of the 
action of (~  on/~, we have that T = CJ~/N is a transitive permutation group on/~ and 
B'}. So T= is abelian and regular on B'. Moreover, T= = T=,0 and 
thus, by [8, Thm 4.1], we have k + 1 = IBI = 4 or 6. But k - 1 divides q - 1 because 
k -1= ]B'I and B' is a subgroup of K*. So, since k -1  =2 or k -1  = 4, we obtain 
q -= 1 (mod 2) or q -= 1 (mod 4). Of course, since B is not a subfield of K, we have q ~ 0 
(mod 3) or q ~ 0 (mod 5) too. Moreover, by (7), we obtain ~, = 3 or 5 and we have (3) 
and (4). In case t~a has two orbits on /7, oo ~ = {0, ~}. So, by (7), ~. = k(k + 1)/2. 
Moreover, in this case k:/ :3 and k4=5. In fact, if k =3,  then [B'[ =2 and, since IB'I 
divides q - 1, we have that q has to be odd and B' = {1, -1}.  It follows that 09 and 
p = [~ _11] belong to (~ and so (~ is transitive on/~, contradicting the hypothesis. If 
k=5,  then B '= {x eK  Ix 4= 1} = {1, -1 ,  b, -b} ,  where b 2= -1 ,  and to and p again 
belong to (~.  So, since {[b' 2]lb, •n ' )=_~,  we obtain the result that (~n is 
transitive on/~, again a contradiction. [] 
By the above proof and by 4.3 we can also state the following. 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let n, j, k and q be non-negative integers with q a prime power, 
0 <~ j < n and q, k >i 2. If n - j divides n and k - 1 divides q - 1, then the 3-divisible 
designs of the above theorem can be constructed for all cases. 
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